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Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition 11g: A Hands-On Tutorial
Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud Handbook
BEA's WebLogic Server implements the full range of J2EE technologies, and includes many additional features such as
advanced management, clustering, and web services. Widely adopted, it forms the core of the WebLogic platform,
providing a stable framework for building scalable, highly available, and secure applications. In fact, in the long list of
WebLogic's strengths and features, only one shortcoming stands out: the documentation that comes with the WebLogic
server often leaves users clamoring for more information. WebLogic: The Definitive Guide presents a 360-degree view of
the world of WebLogic. Providing in-depth coverage of the WebLogic server, the book takes the concept of "definitive" to a
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whole new level. Exhaustive treatment of the WebLogic server and management console answers any question that
developers or administrators might think to ask. Developers will find a useful guide through the world of WebLogic to help
them apply their J2EE expertise to build and manage applications. Administrators will discover all they need to manage a
WebLogic-based setup. And system architects will appreciate the detailed analysis of the different system architectures
supported by WebLogic, the overall organization of a WebLogic domain and supporting network infrastructure, and more.
WebLogic: The Definitive Guide is divided into three sections that explore WebLogic and J2EE, Managing the WebLogic
Environment, and WebLogic Enterprise APIs. Some of the topics covered in this comprehensive volume include: Building
web applications on the WebLogic Server Building and optimizing RMI applications Using EJBs with WebLogic, including CMP
entity beans Packaging and deploying applications Understanding WebLogic's support for clustering Performance tuning
and related configuration settings Configuring WebLogic's SSL support Maximizing WebLogic's security features Building
web services with XML Using WebLogic's JMX services and MBeans Anyone who has struggled with mastering the WebLogic
server will appreciate the thorough, clearly written explanations and examples in this book. WebLogic: The Definitive Guide
is the definitive documentation for this popular J2EE application server.

Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition 12c
10 unique architecture patterns powered by Oracle Fusion Middleware in this book and eBook.

Web 2.0 Solutions with Oracle WebCenter 11g
Best Practices for Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Configuration and Administration Maintain a high-performance enterprise
application framework using the detailed information in this authoritative resource. Through expert instruction and realworld examples, Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration Handbook fully explains the latest management tools and
techniques. Learn how to work from the Oracle WebLogic Server Administration Console or command line, configure servers
and clusters, deploy applications, and optimize application performance. Tuning, troubleshooting, and load balancing are
thoroughly covered in this Oracle Press guide. Install Oracle WebLogic Server 12c or perform an upgrade Manage domains,
server instances, networks, and virtual hosts Work with the WebLogic Scripting Tool feature and Node Manager Build
custom network channels and resource adapters Monitor performance with the WebLogic Diagnostics Framework feature
Prioritize requests using Oracle WebLogic Server Work Managers Configure Oracle WebLogic clusters and migrate servers
and services Deploy web applications, Enterprise JavaBeans, and Java EE modules Establish security realms and
authenticate and authorize users Allocate memory, optimize throughput, and tune the Java Virtual Machine

Professional Oracle WebLogic Server
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Written by Oracle insiders, this indispensable guide distills an enormous amount of information about the Oracle Database
into one compact volume. Ideal for novice and experienced DBAs, developers, managers, and users, Oracle Essentials walks
you through technologies and features in Oracle’s product line, including its architecture, data structures, networking,
concurrency, and tuning. Complete with illustrations and helpful hints, this fifth edition provides a valuable one-stop
overview of Oracle Database 12c, including an introduction to Oracle and cloud computing. Oracle Essentials provides the
conceptual background you need to understand how Oracle truly works. Topics include: A complete overview of Oracle
databases and data stores, and Fusion Middleware products and features Core concepts and structures in Oracle’s
architecture, including pluggable databases Oracle objects and the various datatypes Oracle supports System and database
management, including Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Security options, basic auditing capabilities, and options for meeting
compliance needs Performance characteristics of disk, memory, and CPU tuning Basic principles of multiuser concurrency
Oracle’s online transaction processing (OLTP) Data warehouses, Big Data, and Oracle’s business intelligence tools Backup
and recovery, and high availability and failover solutions

Ocular Tuberculosis
A guide to everything an Oracle SOA Suite 12c administrator needs to hit the ground running About This Book Understand
core administrative tasks such as deployments, purging, startup and shutdown, configuration, and backup and recovery
Manage, monitor, and troubleshoot SOA composites and OSB services Follow step-by-step instructions to easily and quickly
install a highly available two-node cluster Who This Book Is For With topic areas ranging from the simple to the complex,
this book is intended for novice, mid-level, and experienced administrators of the Oracle SOA Suite 12c platform as well as
Oracle WebLogic Server and Oracle Database administrators interested in diving into the product. What You Will Learn
Navigate Oracle Enterprise Manager Fusion Middleware Control Monitor and manage the Oracle SOA Suite 12 c
infrastructure Deploy and promote code Monitor and manage services Configure and administer the environment Manage
the dehydration store and enterprise scheduler service Troubleshoot Oracle SOA Suite 12c infrastructure Set up backups,
recovery, and high availability In Detail Oracle SOA Suite 12 c is the most comprehensive and integrated infrastructure on
the market today that is used for building applications based on service-oriented architecture. With the vast number of
features and capabilities that Oracle SOA Suite 12c has to offer comes numerous complexities and challenges for
administration. Oracle SOA Suite 12c Administrator's Guide covers all the core areas of administration needed for you to
effectively manage and monitor the Oracle SOA Suite environment and its transactions, from deployments, to monitoring,
to performance tuning, and much, much more. Manage, monitor, and troubleshoot SOA composites and OSB services from
a single product set. Understand core administrative activities such as deployments, purging, startup and shutdown,
configuration, backup, and recovery. Also learn about new features such as Oracle Enterprise Scheduler, lazy loading, work
manager groups, high availability, and more. Style and approach Presented in a reference guide format where chapters can
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be read in any sequence, this book explains the core concepts while providing real-world implementation specifics, detailing
the what, why, and how of all the administration-related activities that involve Oracle SOA Suite 12c. We take a step-bystep approach and offers tips, instructions, and examples that you can easily follow and execute.

Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration Handbook
This Oracle Press guide shows how to implement a cloud-based management system and maintain on-demand access to
critical services with Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control 12c.

Oracle SOA BPEL Process Manager 11gR1 – A Hands-on Tutorial
As a Packt Cookbook, you can expect this book to be full of useful and practical recipes to common and important tasks
faced by professional database administrators. This book is for Oracle Database, Middleware, System, and Infrastructure
Administrators. A basic understanding of Oracle Enterprise Manager is needed, as well as being comfortable using
command line environments.

OCA Oracle Database 12c SQL Fundamentals I Exam Guide (Exam 1Z0-061)
Master Oracle WebCenter 11g Transform your organization into a personalized, user-focused workplace using the detailed
information in this comprehensive Oracle Press guide. Oracle WebCenter 11g Handbook shows you how to build Enterprise
2.0 applications that facilitate collaboration and foster innovation. You'll work with task flows and content systems, employ
social networking tools, develop portals and composite applications, and deploy runtime customization. Debugging,
security, and application tuning are also covered in this practical resource. Develop, test, and deploy dynamic enterprise
applications, portals, and portlets Design data-backed rich Internet applications using Oracle JDeveloper 11g and Oracle
WebLogic Server Work with Oracle Content Server and Oracle Secure Enterprise Search Customize applications at runtime
using Oracle Composer and metadata services Use the resource catalog to deliver personalized search results to end users
Integrate RSS feeds, forums, wikis, and blogs with Oracle WebCenter social computing services Implement the latest Oracle
Application Development Framework security tools Extend functionality using mashups, composite applications, and thirdparty add-ons Understand the Web 2.0 and portal technologies behind Oracle Fusion Applications For a complete list of
Oracle Press titles, visit www.OraclePressBooks.com

Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control 12c Deep Dive
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The book explains core concepts while providing real world implementation specifics, detailing the administration-related
activities with Oracle SOA Suite 11g with a step-by-step approach using real-world examples. The authors demonstrate the
use of WLST scripts that administrators can reuse and extend to perform most administration tasks such as deployments,
tuning, migration, and installation. If you are an Oracle SOA Suite administrator, WebLogic Server administrator, Database
administrator, or developer that needs to administer and secure your Oracle SOA Suite services and applications, then this
book is for you. Basic knowledge of Oracle SOA Suite Administration is beneficial, but not necessary.

PeopleSoft Developer's Guide for PeopleTools & PeopleCode
Oracle is placing its enterprise application strategy at the center of its future growth Oracle PeopleSoft will be phasing out
its current reports product soon, and all reports will need to be rewritten in XML Publisher

EJB 3.0 Database Persistence with Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g
Annotation Enterprises engaging in B2B communications with their trading partners are facing increased pressure to
increase automation and reduce costs. Increased compliance requirements and globalization of economies is fueling B2B
adoption in every industry. Gateway solutions in Oracle SOA B2B enable these enterprises to connect easily with external
trading partners.Getting Started with Oracle SOA B2B Integration: A Hands-On Tutorial will show you how to use Oracle B2B
platform to extend your current business processes to connect with your external trading partners in an automated, secure
fashion, using industry standard B2B protocols. It will show you how to set up documents, partners and agreements and
manage your B2B transactions end-to-end, all the way from application to trading partners and vice versaStarting with an
introduction to the B2B industry you then be introduced to Oracle B2B and SOA platforms. You will then begin creat
document definitions and get you started with trading partner management. Once you have a solid grounding you will then
be taken into the more complex topic of SOA. Integration, reporting, and monitoring will all be covered in detail.Then you
will be shown how to secure your B2B distribution, security is an essential part of all businesses and B2B is no different.
Finally you will be introduced to advanced topics that should give you the skills and knowledge to easily go out and do all of
this again with next to no guidance.Utilizing the combined experienced of one of the most knowledgeable Oracle B2B
author teams assembled this step-by-step practical guide provides you with the essential information required to implement
Oracle B2B solutions including multiple hands-on tutorials that will help you get up and running quickly.

Oracle WebLogic Server 11g Administration Handbook
Leverage the latest Fusion Middleware Business Intelligence offering with this action-packed implementation guide
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Building and Managing a Cloud Using Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c
Master the Configuration and Administration of Oracle WebLogic Server 11g Oversee a robust, highly available environment
for your mission-critical applications using the expert information in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle WebLogic Server 11g
Administration Handbook explains the latest management techniques for the de facto application server for Oracle Fusion
Middleware 11g> and provides detailed examples and best practices. Find out how to use the Oracle WebLogic Server
Administration Console feature, employ command-line and scripting tools, implement failover and migration capabilities,
and generate reliable backups. Troubleshooting, tuning, and security procedures are also covered in this comprehensive
resource. Install Oracle WebLogic Server 11g or upgrade from a previous version Configure domains, servers, clusters,
custom networks, and virtual hosts Work with the Administration Console and Monitoring Dashboard features of Oracle
WebLogic Server Use the WebLogic Scripting Tool (WLST) feature of Oracle WebLogic Server to manage and monitor
domains Use the Oracle WebLogic Server Work Managers feature to optimize scheduled work Deploy Web applications,
Enterprise JavaBeans, and Java EE modules Improve scalability and reliability using Oracle WebLogic Server clusters Monitor
servers, tune the Java Virtual Machine, maximize throughput, and optimize performance Authenticate, authorize, and map
users within defined security realms

Cloud Computing: A Practical Approach
A comprehensive guide from Oracle experts, that will act as your single point of reference for building an Oracle BI 12c
system that turns data in actionable insight. About This Book Come, start your first Oracle Business intelligence system and
excel in BI with this exhaustive guide An all-encompassing guide for your Oracle business intelligence needs Learn from the
self-paced professional guidance and implement Oracle business intelligence using this easy-to-follow guide by our experts
Who This Book Is For If your job includes working on data, improving the financial or operational performance of your
organization or you are a consultant for the above, then this book is for you. If you have been placed on a business
intelligence project, then this book is for you. If you are the Project Manager, Business Analyst or Data Scientist then this
book is for you. If you are an end user of Oracle Business Intelligence, then this book is for you too. Having a basic
understanding of databases and the use of Business Intelligence is expected, but no knowledge of Oracle BI is required.
What You Will Learn Install OBIEE in Windows, including how to create the underlying Weblogic Application server and the
required database Build the BI system repository, the vital engine connecting your data to the front end of Oracle BI
Develop effective analysis, draw out meaning from the data, and present it to end users on interactive dashboards Build
pixel-perfect, printable reports using the embedded BI Publisher feature Build agents for actionable insight and enable your
users to act on Business Intelligence at their desktop or on the move Understand the various aspects of securing the Oracle
BI system, from data restrictions to whole dashboard access rights Get acquainted with the system management tools and
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methods available for the continuous improvement of your system In Detail Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition
(OBIEE) 12c is packed full of features and has a fresh approach to information presentation, system management, and
security. OBIEE can help any organization to understand its data, to make useful information from data, and to ensure
decision-making is supported by facts. OBIEE can focus on information that needs action, alerting users when conditions are
met. OBIEE can be used for data analysis, form production, dashoarding, and workflow processes. We will introduce you to
OBIEE features and provide a step-by-step guide to build a complete system from scratch. With this guide, you will be
equipped with a good basic understanding of what the product contains, how to install and configure it, and how to create
effective Business Intelligence. This book contains the necessary information for a beginner to create a high-performance
OBIEE 12c system. This book is also a guide that explains how to use an existing OBIEE 12c system, and shows end users
how to create. Style and approach This book will take you from one feature to another in a step-by-step manner and will
teach how you can create effective business intelligence using Oracle Business Intelligence Enterprise Edition. You will be
taught how to create BI solutions and dashboards from scratch. There will be multiple modules in the book, each module
spread in chapters, that will cover one aspect of business intelligence in a systematic manner.

Oracle Service Bus 11g Development Cookbook
Master Oracle Business Intelligence 11g Reports and Dashboards Deliver meaningful business information to users anytime,
anywhere, on any device, using Oracle Business Intelligence 11g. Written by Oracle ACE Director Mark Rittman, Oracle
Business Intelligence 11g Developers Guide fully covers the latest BI report design and distribution techniques. Find out
how to execute effective queries, build accurate models, use scorecards and KPIs, create dynamic reports, set up
dashboards, and publish to smartphones and wireless devices. This Oracle Press guide contains comprehensive details on
Oracle Exalytics In-Memory Machine, the best-in-class, preintegrated BI platform. Install or upgrade to Oracle Business
Intelligence 11g Develop and manage custom Oracle Business Intelligence repositories Access relational, file, and
multidimensional data sources Design print-quality reports with Oracle Business Intelligence Publisher Create web-enabled
analyses, dashboards, and visualizations Integrate with other applications using Oracle Business Intelligence 11g Action
Framework Employ authentication, authorization, and row-level security Configure and deploy Oracle Exalytics In-Memory
Machine

Oracle WebLogic Server 11g Administration Handbook
"The promise of cloud computing is here. These pages provide the 'eyes wide open' insights you need to transform your
business." --Christopher Crowhurst, Vice President, Strategic Technology, Thomson Reuters A Down-to-Earth Guide to Cloud
Computing Cloud Computing: A Practical Approach provides a comprehensive look at the emerging paradigm of InternetPage 7/16
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based enterprise applications and services. This accessible book offers a broad introduction to cloud computing, reviews a
wide variety of currently available solutions, and discusses the cost savings and organizational and operational benefits.
You'll find details on essential topics, such as hardware, platforms, standards, migration, security, and storage. You'll also
learn what other organizations are doing and where they're headed with cloud computing. If your company is considering
the move from a traditional network infrastructure to a cutting-edge cloud solution, you need this strategic guide. Cloud
Computing: A Practical Approach covers: Costs, benefits, security issues, regulatory concerns, and limitations Service
providers, including Google, Microsoft, Amazon, Yahoo, IBM, EMC/VMware, Salesforce.com, and others Hardware,
infrastructure, clients, platforms, applications, services, and storage Standards, including HTTP, HTML, DHTML, XMPP, SSL,
and OpenID Web services, such as REST, SOAP, and JSON Platform as a Service (PaaS), Software as a Service (SaaS), and
Software plus Services (S+S) Custom application development environments, frameworks, strategies, and solutions Local
clouds, thin clients, and virtualization Migration, best practices, and emerging standards

Managing Oracle Fusion Applications
Achieve Extreme Application Performance for a Private Cloud with Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud Transition to a private cloud
computing infrastructure and achieve unmatched levels of performance with help from this Oracle Press guide. Oracle
Exalogic Elastic Cloud Handbook shows you how to plan, implement, and maintain a private cloud. Find out how to set up
components, deploy Java applications, maximize redundancy and throughput, and migrate legacy workloads. Examples,
screenshots, and diagrams are included throughout this comprehensive resource. Configure Oracle Exalogic Elastic Cloud
nodes and racks Optimize Java EE application performance on Oracle WebLogic Server Provision and administer a highly
scalable private cloud Build, debug, and manage custom Java applications Secure, monitor, and tune using Oracle
Enterprise Manager Leverage capabilities from Oracle Fusion Middleware Consolidate Oracle and third-party application
workloads

Middleware Management with Oracle Enterprise Manager Grid Control 10g R5
Learn WebCenter 11g fundamentals and develop real-world enterprise applications in an online work environment with this
book and eBook

Oracle WebCenter 11g Handbook
Pro Oracle Fusion Applications is your one-stop source for help with installing Oracle’s Fusion Applications suite in your onpremise environment. It also aids in the monitoring and ongoing administration of your Fusion environment. Author Tushar
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Thakker is widely known for his writings and expertise on Oracle Fusion Applications, and now he brings his accumulated
wisdom to you in the form of this convenient handbook. Provisioning an Oracle Fusion Applications infrastructure is a
daunting task. You’ll have to plan a suitable topology and install the required database, an enterprise-wide identity
management solution, and the applications themselves—all while working with a wide variety of people who may not
always be accustomed to working together. Pro Oracle Fusion Applications provides a path to success that you won’t want
to be without. Beyond installation, Pro Oracle Fusion Applications provides excellent guidance on managing, monitoring,
diagnostics, and troubleshooting your environment. The book also covers patching, a mundane but essential task that must
be done regularly to keep your installation protected and running smoothly. The comprehensive and wide-ranging coverage
makes Pro Oracle Fusion Applications an important book for anyone with responsibility for installation and ongoing
management of an Oracle Fusion Applications installation.

Oracle Fusion Middleware Patterns
This cookbook is full of immediately useable recipes showing you how to develop service and message-oriented
(integration) applications on the Oracle Service Bus. In addition to its cookbook style, which ensures the solutions are
presented in a clear step-by-step manner, the explanations go into great detail, which makes it good learning material for
everyone who has experience in OSB and wants to improve. Most of the recipes are designed in such a way that each
recipe is presented as a separate, standalone entity and reading of prior recipes is not required. The finished solution of
each recipe is also made available electronically. If you are an intermediate SOA developer who is using Oracle Service Bus
to develop service and message-orientated applications on the Oracle Service Bus, then this book is for you. This book
assumes that you have a working knowledge of fundamental SOA concepts and Oracle Service Bus.

Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration I Exam 1Z0-133
Master the Configuration and Administration of Oracle WebLogic Server 11g Oversee a robust, highly available environment
for your mission-critical applications using the expert information in this Oracle Press guide. Oracle WebLogic Server 11g
Administration Handbook explains the latest management techniques for the de facto application server for Oracle Fusion
Middleware 11g> and provides detailed examples and best practices. Find out how to use the Oracle WebLogic Server
Administration Console feature, employ command-line and scripting tools, implement failover and migration capabilities,
and generate reliable backups. Troubleshooting, tuning, and security procedures are also covered in this comprehensive
resource. Install Oracle WebLogic Server 11g or upgrade from a previous version Configure domains, servers, clusters,
custom networks, and virtual hosts Work with the Administration Console and Monitoring Dashboard features of Oracle
WebLogic Server Use the WebLogic Scripting Tool (WLST) feature of Oracle WebLogic Server to manage and monitor
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domains Use the Oracle WebLogic Server Work Managers feature to optimize scheduled work Deploy Web applications,
Enterprise JavaBeans, and Java EE modules Improve scalability and reliability using Oracle WebLogic Server clusters Monitor
servers, tune the Java Virtual Machine, maximize throughput, and optimize performance Authenticate, authorize, and map
users within defined security realms

Oracle Business Intelligence 11g Developers Guide
"We are moving towards a standards-based Service-Oriented Architecture (SOA), where IT infrastructure is continuously
adapted to keep up with the pace of business change. Oracle is at the forefront of this vision, with the Oracle SOA Suite
providing the most comprehensive, proven, and integrated tool kit for building SOA based applications"--Resource
description p.

WebLogic: The Definitive Guide
This book is a practical step-by-step tutorial with screenshots for carrying out tasks showing you how to manage and
administer your data center with Oracle Enterprise Manager. It is packed with best practices and tips that will help you
benefit from the author's extensive experience of working with Oracle Enterprise Manager since at least a decade, and
combined with his 25+ years IT industry experience. If you are a Data Center, IT or Database Team manager who wants to
take advantage of the automation and compliance benefits of Enterprise Manager 12c Cloud Control, then Oracle Enterprise
Mana.

Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Administration Cookbook
Master Oracle Fusion Applications Administer a fully integrated application management framework across your enterprise
using the detailed information contained in this Oracle Press guide. Managing Oracle Fusion Applications first explains key
principles and then logically groups utilities into practical, ready-to-use toolboxes. Learn how to build lifecycle models,
deliver dynamic business intelligence, optimize performance, mitigate risk, and integrate the latest Web 2.0 and social
networking features. Compliance, security, and testing techniques are also covered in this comprehensive resource.
Understand the components and architecture of Oracle Fusion Applications Plan, develop, and implement an effective
application management plan Resolve reliability issues with Oracle Enterprise Manager Configure and deploy applications
from the Oracle WebLogic Server Administration Console Adjust run-time parameters using Java Management Extensions
and MBeans Generate and distribute reports using Oracle Business Intelligence 11g Establish solid user authentication,
access control, and data protection policies Work with Oracle Fusion Governance, Risk, and Compliance Intelligence
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Ejb 3.0 Database Persistence with Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g
Successfully ace the 1Z0-451Oracle SOA Foundation Practitioner exam.

E-doc
A Complete Study System for OCA Exam 1Z0-061 Prepare for the Oracle Certified Associate Oracle Database 12c SQL
Fundamentals I exam with this Oracle Press guide. Each chapter features challenging exercises, a certification summary, a
two-minute drill, and a self-test to reinforce the topics presented. This authoritative resource helps you pass the exam and
also serves as an essential, on-the-job reference. Get complete coverage of all OCA objectives for exam 1Z0-061, including:
Data retrieval using the SQL SELECT statement Restricting and sorting data Single-row functions Using conversion functions
and conditional expressions Reporting aggregated data with the group functions Displaying data from multiple tables with
joins Using subqueries to solve problems Using the set operators Manipulating data with DML statements Using DDL
statements to create and manage tables Electronic content includes: 150+ practice exam questions with detailed answers
and explanations Score report performance assessment tool

Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration Handbook
Master All Aspects of Oracle Fusion Middleware Management Govern a unified platform for agile, intelligent business
applications using the detailed information contained in this Oracle Press book. Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g Architecture
and Management explains the entire suite of Oracle Fusion Middleware components and lays out core use cases, best
practices, and step-by-step administrative instructions. Discover how to provision servers and clusters, configure Web
services, manage portals, and optimize the performance of the full stack of Oracle Fusion Middleware components.
Monitoring, diagnosing, and security are also covered in this definitive resource. Understand key architectural concepts
behind Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g Create and deploy Oracle WebLogic Server domains and clusters Set up and manage
applications built using Oracle Application Development Framework Maximize the value of your Oracle SOA Suite
environments Manage portals and Enterprise 2.0 services from Oracle WebCenter Secure deployments with Oracle Platform
Security Services and Oracle Identity Management Understand Oracle Exalogic and Oracle Virtual Assembly Builder

Oracle Soa Suite 11G Administrator's Handbook
A sneak peak at Oracle's recently launched WebLogic 12c, guiding you through new features and techniques.
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Oracle SOA Suite 11g Handbook
A concise guide for ophthalmologists detailing tuberculosis, which can cause disease in multiple organs throughout the
body, including the eye. Tuberculosis is an infection caused by mycobacterium tuberculosis, which can cause disease in
multiple organs throughout the body, including the eye. This can also affect any part of the eye (intraocular, superficial, or
surrounding the eye), with or without systemic involvement and Ocular Tuberculosis is a text devoted to in-depth coverage
of this topic. Written and edited by international leaders in the field, discussing detailed and practical information on
everything from clinical features, ocular imaging studies, and pathology, to investigations, treatment, and surgical
management of this disease, Ocular Tuberculosis is a truly comprehensive text.

Pro Oracle Fusion Applications
Master Cloud Computing with Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Gain organizational agility, foster innovation, and lower TCO
by adopting a service-oriented, cloud-based IT solution. Building and Managing a Cloud Using Oracle Enterprise Manager
12c thoroughly explains how to architect, configure, and manage components of a public or private cloud lifecycle. Discover
how to choose the right architecture, deploy applications, govern self-service provisioning, monitor users, and implement
security. This Oracle Press guide features best practices and case studies from the authors’ experiences as Oracle product
managers. Plan and deploy a flexible cloud infrastructure Configure Oracle Enterprise Manager 12c Self Service Portal
Bundle applications using Oracle Virtual Assembly Builder Set up, manage, and monitor IaaS, PaaS, and DBaaS Meter usage
and establish chargeback policies Work with large-scale clouds and enforce compliance Manage cloud service levels
Diagnose and repair bottlenecks and faults

Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g Architecture and Management
Monitor, diagnose, and maximize the system performance of Oracle Fusion Middleware solutions using this book and eBook.

Getting Started with Oracle SOA B2B Integration
Authoritative guide to Oracle WebLogic Server-from Oracle insiders If you're an experienced Java developer who wants to
expand your skills, Professional Oracle WebLogic Server is the perfect guide for you. This book is written by a top-notch
author team that that includes one of the lead architects from Oracle’s Fusion Middleware Development Architects team.
Follow their best practices, workarounds, and sound techniques and confidently develop even the most mission-critical
applications with WebLogic Server. This book fully covers WebLogic Server 11g, including the new features of both JEE 5
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and WebLogic Server, as well as JEE 5 annotations, Spring, JPA, JAX-WS, JMS Store-And-Forward, SAML support, and the
WLST administrative scripting tool. This book is the authoritative guide to Choosing a Web application architecture Best
practices for development and production environments Designing an Java EE application Building Enterprise JavaBeans in
WebLogic Server Building an EJB application Packaging and deploying WebLogic web applications Developing and deploying
web services Using WebLogic JMS Using WebLogic security Administering and deploying applications in WebLogic Server
Optimizing WebLogic Server performance

Oracle Enterprise Manager Cloud Control 12c
Best Practices for Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Configuration and Administration Maintain a high-performance enterprise
application framework using the detailed information in this authoritative resource. Through expert instruction and realworld examples, Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration Handbook fully explains the latest management tools and
techniques. Learn how to work from the Oracle WebLogic Server Administration Console or command line, configure servers
and clusters, deploy applications, and optimize application performance. Tuning, troubleshooting, and load balancing are
thoroughly covered in this Oracle Press guide. Install Oracle WebLogic Server 12c or perform an upgrade Manage domains,
server instances, networks, and virtual hosts Work with the WebLogic Scripting Tool feature and Node Manager Build
custom network channels and resource adapters Monitor performance with the WebLogic Diagnostics Framework feature
Prioritize requests using Oracle WebLogic Server Work Managers Configure Oracle WebLogic clusters and migrate servers
and services Deploy web applications, Enterprise JavaBeans, and Java EE modules Establish security realms and
authenticate and authorize users Allocate memory, optimize throughput, and tune the Java Virtual Machine

Oracle Fusion Applications Development and Extensibility Handbook
A complete guide to building EJB 3.0 database persistent applications with Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g tools with this
book and eBook.

Oracle SOA Suite Developer's Guide
Master Oracle SOA Suite 11g Design and implement an agile service-oriented enterprise computing infrastructure using the
detailed information in this Oracle Press guide. Written by an Oracle ACE director, Oracle SOA Suite 11g Handbook uses a
hands-on case study to illustrate each programming, management, and governance concept. Get expert techniques for
modeling and implementing complex business processes and deploying and securing Web services, while maximizing
decoupling and code reuse. Install Oracle SOA Suite 11g or migrate from a previous version Design and develop composite
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applications using SCA and SDO Model processes using BPEL, BPMN, and human task components Connect components
through mapping and filtering with Oracle Mediator Apply the principles of event-driven architecture through complex event
processing, the event delivery network, and Oracle Business Activity Monitoring server Benefit from the power of Java
through the Spring component and the interaction with Oracle Validate, enrich, transform, route, and operate on data using
the Oracle Service Bus Deploy, test, and manage composite applications from the Oracle Enterprise Manager control
console

Oracle Essentials
This hands-on, example-driven guide is a practical getting started tutorial with plenty of step-by-step instructions for
beginner to intermediate level readers working with BPEL PM in Oracle SOA SuiteWritten for SOA developers,
administrators, architects, and engineers who want to get started with Oracle BPEL PM 11g. No previous experience with
BPEL PM is required, but an understanding of SOA and web services is assumed

Oracle SOA Suite 12c Administrator's Guide
Master Oracle Fusion Applications Design and Personalization Deliver highly adaptable business applications that bolster
productivity and drive informed decision-making. Oracle Fusion Applications Development and Extensibility Handbook
contains best practices, real-world case studies, and technical deep dives. Discover how to manage design- and run-time
customizations, extend existing UIs and build new ones, secure your applications, and integrate with other systems. This
Oracle Press guide offers complete coverage of the latest cloud and SOA-based features. Explore Oracle Fusion Applications
components and architecture Plan, develop, debug, and deploy customizations Extend out-of-the-box functionality with
Oracle JDeveloper Modify web applications using Oracle Composer Incorporate Oracle SOA Suite 11g composites Validate
code through sandboxes and test environments Secure data using authorization, authentication, and encryption Design and
distribute personalized BI reports Automate jobs with Oracle Enterprise Scheduler Change appearance and branding of your
applications with the Oracle ADF Skin Editor Extend and customize CRM with Application Composer

Oracle SOA Infrastructure Implementation Certification Handbook (1Z0-451)
This tutorial-style book includes a practical example that demonstrates how to develop EJB 3.0 database persistence
applications with Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g. The book is illustrated with figures at milestone stages. The material has
been carefully selected from Packt?s fuller 572 page EJB 3.0 Database Persistence with Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g. The
target audience of the book is EJB 3.0 application developers who want to learn about the use of EJB 3.0 database
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persistence with Oracle Fusion Middleware 11g. You are expected to have prior, albeit beginner's knowledge about Java EE,
EJBs.

Oracle Weblogic Server 12C
Use this comprehensive guide to study for the Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration I Exam 1Z0-133. This book is a
unique introductory resource to the WebLogic Server certification for new Oracle Fusion Middleware administrators and a
valuable resource for veteran WebLogic Server administrators seeking to update their skills for the 12c certification topics.
It is common sense that passing a certification exam requires a good command of the subject matter, understanding the
intricacies surrounding its practice, and having sufficient experience working with the concepts. This book aims to
accelerate the process by providing an accurate review of all exam topics, suggesting hands-on practices to gain or
reinforce experience working with WebLogic Server, and introducing questions to help candidates become familiar with the
format and style of questions found on the actual certification exam. Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Administration I Exam
1Z0-133 covers the associate level certification with Oracle. Although not dedicated to exam 1Z0-599, the guide is also a
valuable foundational resource for those preparing for WebLogic Server 12c implementation specialist level certification.
This book: Inspects the certification topics in the order that you would likely follow in an on-the-job middleware
infrastructure project Is a great resource for candidates preparing for the certification, who are unable to start with live or
personally-assisted training Is a great starting point for those pursuing advanced Oracle WebLogic Server certifications
What You’ll Learn Cover all topics on the certification exam 1Z0-133 Become familiar with the types and format of questions
on the certification exam Understand and properly describe Oracle WebLogic Server domains and clusters Install, configure,
maintain, and monitor Oracle WebLogic Server Deploy and manage applications on Oracle WebLogic Server Discover how to
use new administration features of Oracle WebLogic Server 12c Who This Book Is For Certified Oracle WebLogic
administrators seeking to update their Oracle WebLogic Server credentials, as well as experienced WebLogic Server
administrators seeking to earn certification for the first time. Non-Oracle administrators seeking to earn a WebLogic Server
certification will also find this book useful.
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